The band structure, charge density, x-ray scattering factor (and their behavior under pressure), equilibrium lattice constant, and cohesive energy of the prototype ionic solid LiF were determined using our recently developed self-consistent numerical basis set (non-muffin-tin) linear-combination-of-atomic-orbitals method, within the local-density formalism (LDF). The details of the bonding and the effects of exchange and correlation on the electronic structure are discussed with reference to the conventional picture of ionic bonding. Remarkably good agreement is found with the observed data for the ground-state properties of the system. Contrary to the results of previous band studies, the conventional band-structure approach to excitation energies (i.e., identifying them with the band eigenvalue differences) is found to fail completely in accounting for the observed data in the entire x-ray and optical spectral region when fully self-consistent solutions of the LDF one-particle equation with no further approximation to the crystal potential are obtained. It is found that in the presence of some spatial localization of the initial or final crystal states, the spurious self-interaction terms, as well as the polarization and orbital relaxation self-energy effects are of a similar order of magnitude as the Koopmans'-like interband terms. In order to treat these effects within the LDF self-consistently, we describe the excitation processes as transitions involving point-defect-like states in the solid calculated by a supercell method in which the excitation energies are determined as total-energy differences between (separately calculated) excited-and ground-state configurations. The excited state is represented as a superlattice of locally excited sites using large (8-and 16-atom) unit cells, each containing a single excited site. We find, in the self-consistency limit, that a small but finite degree of spatial localization of the excited states exists even for valence excitations, inducing thereby self-interaction as well as self-energy relaxation and polarization effects. The LDF model is found to account very well for both interband and exciton transitions over the entire spectral region (12 -695 eV) and to yield definite predictions regarding the exciton bandwidths and series limits.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of the ground-state electronic properties of molecules and solids in the local-density formalism (LDF) ' ' has recently attra. cted considerable attention. Investigations of the cohesive properties of small molecules, ' ' metals, " and rare-gas solids' have elucidated the possibilities of obtaining a reasonably accurate description of binding energies and equilibrium geometries by incorporating exchange and correlation effects directly into a one-body potential. Similar studies on compounds, ionic insulators, and covalent semiconductors are beset with the difficulties of having to consider the full (non-muffin-tin} crystal potential and to explicitly account for charge redistribution and hybridization processes by means of a fully self-consistent treatment. We have recently developed" " the fully self-consistent numericalbasis-set linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) discrete variational method. This scheme permits the treatment of general (analytic or numerical} basis functions and crystal potentials and the determination of fully self-consistent solutions of the LDF one-particle equation without restricting the iterative path to muffin-tin charge densities ' ' or to superposition models. ' Applications of this approach include the study of the groundstate properties of diamond, '-' boron nitride, " titanium disulf ide, " cadmium sulphid, and LiAl.
The present study extends our treatment to ionic solids, for which LiF has been chosen as a prototype. We first consider the description of groundstate properties of the system, such as the band structure, charge density, x-ray scattering factors, cohesive energy, equilibrium lattice constant, and behavior under pressure, and compare the predictions of the LDF model with both experimental data and with available restricted HartreeFock (HF) results. " We then consider the excitedstate properties of the system by first using the standard band approach to excitation energies (i.e. , viewing them as differences in the band eigenvalues between unoccupied and occupied bands). Contrary to what has been previously suggested, " "we find that, whereas this approach 16 
II. METHOD OF CALCULATION
Since a detailed description of the method has been given'" " previously, we outline here only those aspects pertinent to the present study. Our purpose is to solve the local-density one-particle eigenvalue equation for a periodic solid, I--, ' 2-'+ V(p(r))) gj(k, r) =q, . (k)g, . (k, r) for band index j and Brillouin-zone (BZ) wave vector k. Here V(p(r)) is the crystal one-body potential given as a functional of the self-consistent crystal charge density p( r ) and includes an electron-nuclear and electron-electron Coulomb term
Vc,",(p( r )) (which includes the electron self-interaction) and a local exchange- 'V"(p(r) ) and correlation'-' term V"""(p( r }).
We first assume a population-dependent superposition model for p( r } made up of the free-ion (or free atom) densities p ( r, f f"', Q')) (obtained from a self-consistent numerical solution of the single-site LDF equation with the assumed ionic central field occupation numbers I f", ) and net charge Q ) and lattice summed to yield p, ", (r, (f""Q )). This initial density is used to obtain an initial guess for the crystal potential V, ", (p, ", (r) ) in terms of Vc,",(p, ", (r}) and V,(p, ", ( r ))+ V"", (p, (k, r ) are then expanded in an LCAO form in terms of the Bloch functions 4"(k,r) defined by (the pth orbital) basis functions y ( r) (on lattice site n) which are accurate numerical solutions of the single-site LDF one-particle equations for the assumed occupations and charges (f"' "Q'). For LiF we use the Li 1s, 2s, and 2p orbitals and the F 1s, 2s, 3s, 3p, and 3d orbitals.
The matrix elements of V, ", (p, ", ( r )) in the Bloch basis 4, (k, r) are evaluated by direct three-dimensional Diophantine numerical integration" without any shape approximation to the potential and include all the overlap and multicenter integrals between orbitals on lattice sites separated by less than 23 a.u. The secular equations are diagonalized for a set of 10 special k points in the irreducible BZ" and the linear LCAO expansion coefficients C, . (k} are used to construct the output crystal density p, ""(r). Convergence tests for the radius of real-space lattice sums, the BZ sums, and the basis-set expansion have assured an overall stability of the eigenvalues to within 0.05 eV over the entire band-structure range studied.
We then start a two-stage iterative self-consistent (SC}procedure: in the first stage iLf" ' "g ) are varied iteratively to minimize the difference Lp( r ) = p""( r ) -p, ", ( r, f f""Q')) in the leastsquares sense over the unit cell space where the basis set y, (r) and the potential V, ", (p, ", (r) ) are optimized accordingly at each iteration (4 iterations are needed). After hp( r ) has been minimized by selecting the optimum superposition model in terms of (f"' "Q ), we project, in the second stage of SC, the residual hp( r ) onto a set of symmetrized plane waves and solve the associate Poisson equation analytically in terms of the projected coefficients sp (K, ) for a list of reciprocal lattice vectors K, . This reciprocal space expansion converges rapidly (about 10 stars of K, are needed) because the residual ap(r) is spatially smooth.
The correction to the Coulomb interelectronic potential a V( r ) is then added to the V, ", (p, ", ( Li' and to the charge at point k in BZ. The BZ dispersion of q (k) is displayed in Fig. 4 ; integration of q, (k) over the BZ yields the total ground-state charge due to orbital I(j. on site n. Figure 4 shows that, except for the F 1s and Li' 1s core charges, all other orbital charges exhibit pronounced variations across the BZ; the crystal electronic configuration at r is Li" -[ls""2s" '"'2p'"'] and F '"[1s""2p"-2p'"] in terms of the ionic numerical orbitals while higher charge polarization occurs at the X point, characterized by the configuration Li"""[ls '"2s""'2p"-'] and F " '"[1s-'"'2s""2p'"] (Fig. 4) .
The population analysis of the kind shown in Fig.   4 sional Fourier transform of the BZ averaged crystal density, without assuming the separability of the latter to a lattice sum of free-ion-like densities. Columns 6 and 7 in ' '"~w ith a strong peak A at 61.9 eV, ' ' fol- lowed by a pronounced minimum at about 63.8 eV" "" corresponding to the convergence limit of the exciton series. Above this threshold one observes the shoulders 8 and C at 65.1 and 68.4 eV, respectively, and a broad structure D at 70.1 eV. ""' Brown et (6) (due to the lack of other particle exchange terms). Instead, only a partial compensation is exhibited. 4 We consider now the ionization energy of the electron from the lth band in the crystal as a total energy difference. In the lowest level of approximation, one assumes that all the eigenfunctions of the system are unchanged (relative to the ground state) by the removal of a single electron from the system (unrelaxed or "frozen orbital" limit).
Hence, one expands the total energy difference (12) where K"', " is the interaction between the electron at )( and the hole at I. Equation (10) In practice, however, orthogonality is maintained to within reasonable accuracy (e.g. , the overlap integral between fluorine 2s and 1s hole wave functions in LiF crystal is 2 x 10 ') due to the occurrence of the hole in a distinctly different subshell in each case. The orthogonality of a given hole state to all other one-particle bandlike states is guaranteed in the~SCF model since the same Hamiltonian generates all these states.
V. RESULTS FOR THE DSCF EXCITATION ENERGIES
The local perturbations assumed in this study are classified into three groups, depending on the nature of the excitation being investigated:
(i} Local lo ilinero-nt ir-ansitions. . We consider three particular examples: the two core-to-conduction transitions Li'(1s) -I', , and Li'(ls) -L, , and the valence-to-conduction transition F (2p~) In the first two, the 1s subshell of a given Li site is excited into either the bottom of the conduction band I', , (having 97% Li 2s cha. racter, as judged from the population analysis of the computed band eigenfunction} or to the L, , state, lying some 10 eV above the bottom of the conduction band (and having 93/~Li 2p character}. In the third example, we excited a 2p subshell of a given F site into the bottom of the conduction band at I t For these excitations, we view the final state as an itinerant Bloch state while the initial state contains a locally excited site. We prepare an initial crystal potential for these states in the following way: for the two core excitations we generate a superposition density (and a corresponding potential) by creating a hole in the ls shell of a particular Li site (i.e. , Li" Is'2s'2p') and place the ex cited electron either in the Li 2s orbitals of all other Li sites in the unit cell (i.e. , Li"' 1s'2s' "2P', X being the number of Li sites in the cell) or in all of the Li 2P orbitals (i.e. , Li"' "' Is'2s'2p'~") for the transitions to the I', , and L, , 2918 ALEX ZUNGER AND A. J. FREEMAN 16 "(z, r) =Q e'"'"y, (r-"r-d, ), (13) where y denotes a wave vector in the (small) BZ constructed from the large direct-space supercell (in the case of an unperturbed SPC, each of these g's is reducible to N values of I(. in the primitive zone, e.g. , for 4 molecules per cell, K =0 corresponds to ' i + 3X in the small BZ representation) and T"denotes a direct lattice vector for the supercell. To allow for greater flexibility of our basis, we compute the set y, (r -d ) self-consistently (and numerically) for the free-ion species assumed in our initial potential construction (e.g. , for the local ionization of a Li' 1s electron from the solid our basis set contains orbitals computed selffinal states, respectively. Using these initial crystal potentials we perform a fully self-consistent band-structure calculation subject to the constraint that the (lowest) Li Is band contains, on the average, one hole (i.e. , 2' -1 electrons, for both spins). Hence, the initially localized hole state is allowed to relax its own orbitals, to polarize the rest of the states, and to delocalize spatially under the influence of the self-consistent crystal potential subject to the restriction that it remains in the 1s band. For the F (2p') -I, , transition, we prepare a crystal potential corresponding to a 2p hole in a particular F site (i.e. , F' Is'2s'2p') and a spread-out electron in the Li 2s shell (i.e., I, i"' "' ls'2s' "2p') .
(ii) Localized to localized transitions: Here we consider the possibility of the formation of , , and F (2p) - Li'(2s) rations {for the exciton states of s and p symmetries, respectively) while the rest of the unit cell atoms are in their "normal" Li' 1s2s'2p' and F 1s'2s'2p' states. These locally excited species correspond to the one-site Li core excitons. For the two-site F (2p)-Li'(2s) optical exciton, we construct a crystal potential for an SPC with one F site in the F' 1s'2s'2p' configuration and a nearestneighbor Li site in the Li' 1s'2s'2p' configuration,  with the rest of the atoms in their "normal" state. With these starting potentials, we perform selfconsistent band-structure calculations restricting the Li 1s and F 2p bands to have 2X -1 electrons.
(iii) ionization. In considering an ionization process we form a, hole in a given ion site (e.g. , F' 1s'2s'2p' or Li" ls'2s'2p' for F 1s and Li'1s ionizations, respectively) and perform a (non-neutral) calculation using this crystal potential.
For each of the initial crystal potentials we prepare an independent set of trial Bloch functions consistently for the Li" 1s'2s'2p' ion, together with those computed for the regular Li' 1s'2s'2p' and F Is'2s'2P' ions (Table V) show that not only is the intexband transition energy changed by as much as 13 eV upon the removal of the self-interaction terms and the introduction of relaxation-polarization effects, but that in addition a stable exciton state appears some 9 eV below this threshold when a locally screened self-consistent electron-hole interaction is allowed.
In order to study the evolution of a localized state in the solid and its relation to similar states in the free ion, we have calculated the changes in charge density brought about by localized excitations in both systems. Figure 9 shows the difference in radial orbital density 6p (r) Fig. 9 are totally neglected in the band-structure approach"
to excitation energies, free-ion models" " at the other extreme, assume that this free-ion &p(r) persists in the solid in an unscreened fashion. Figure 10 shows the calculated difference in the crystal 1s radial charge density along the [100] direction, obtained from two independent [non-SC and SC) supercell calculations (curves labeled n, porc(r) and dLp, 'P(r) (Fig. 9) does not affect the shape of the free ion hole, they give rise to some structure in the total hole density (i.e. , 1s, 2s, and 2P) in the solid.
From these results, it is apparent that the dramatic breaking of the lattice symmetry by the formation of a localized hole (Fig. 10 Figure 11 shows the change in orbital density upon forming a 2P hole in the F free ion. The main effect is again a substantial contraction of the 2P shell, with smaller effects on the 2s density (the change in the 1s density upon forming a 2P hole was found to be negligible). The curve marked np'an(r) in Fig. 12 Cryst. 12, 261 (1959); 13, 190 (1960 suggested that these discrepancies are caused by some defects in the exchange used in the band models. This analysis completely overlooks the presence of the screened self-interaction terms in the LDF theory which are positive and usually much larger than the self-energy correlation terms. Any localization of the electron or hole states in these narrow band materials (cf. Fig. 12 ) would then switch on these self-interaction II&& termsand cause a substantial increase in the
